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who cares about multiplayer. it rocks single player. easily as much fun as binding of isaac but in a totally different way. similar
but different. and that i like. in terms of bang for the buck, this bangs hard.. I bought the original game and DLC The Karp of
Doom ( Digitall Collector's Edition) couple of months ago but i did not receive the DLC , but i only can play original game, it
says that i dont have DLC ingame , but it appears in steam library. Don't buy the DLC, It is not working.. who cares about
multiplayer. it rocks single player. easily as much fun as binding of isaac but in a totally different way. similar but different. and
that i like. in terms of bang for the buck, this bangs hard.. So in the beginning this game promissed a loooot. It was fun, pure
energy and loads of killing. And it got so so much better. The devs are doing their best to satisfy the demands of the players
from what I've seen in the updates and this dlc is a must.. This dlc is not worth it. Five bucks and it is the same as the palidin
class. Not worth it.. Fun, hard, satan, and HARD 10/10. Pretty fun game and time waster. Havean't tried the multiplayer aspect
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of it yet. Good for a quick time burner.. The kingdom of Tarethiel has been taken over by creatures of hell. Your mission is to
cleanse the kingdom and free the citizen from the agonizing wrath of the demon child called Damien. Grab your axe, bow, gun
or magic powers and start purging the Gate Keepers and their minions! Hero Siege is a gore filled Hack N Slash game with
heavy Rogue-like elements. Choose a class and start your survival journey. Find secrets, obtain items, slay hordes of different
enemies and bosses.. So in the beginning this game promissed a loooot. It was fun, pure energy and loads of killing. And it got
so so much better. The devs are doing their best to satisfy the demands of the players from what I've seen in the updates and this
dlc is a must.
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